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Who is Greg Hutchins?

■ Principal with Quality Plus Engineering (Q+E), Portland Oregon 
based supply and risk management company.

■ Q+E is US Department of Homeland Security Certified/Designated 
for Critical Infrastructure Protection: Forensics, Assurance, 
Analytics™

■ Addresses: 
– www.QualityPlusEngineering.com
– Gregh@europa.com or GregH@QualityPlusEngineering.com
– 800.COMPETE

■ Author of ISO 9000 (Wiley, translated into 8 languages), Standard 
Manual of Quality Auditing (Prentice Hall/ASQ), and Value Added 
Auditing (WIT)

■ ASQ/IEEE/PMI Columnist 



My Mission Critical Objective 
Today:

■ Look at today’s business models 
■ Explain why risk management is the primary 

filter of most senior management decisions 
■ Discuss factors impacting the supply chain
■ Describe changes in the supply chain
■ Present thoughts on future of supplier 

management 



Q+E Certification from DHS
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ISM Definition of Supply 
Management
“The identification, acquisition, access, 

positioning, management of resources and 
related capabilities the organization needs or 
potentially needs in the attainment of its 
strategic objectives.” 



ISM Research on SCM Scope

■ Disposition/Investment 
Recovery

■ Distribution

■ Inventory Control

■ Logistics

■ Manufacturing 
Supervision

■ Materials Management

■ Packaging

■ Packaging

■ Procurement/Purchasing

■ Product/Service 
Development

■ Quality

■ Receiving Strategic 
Sourcing

■ Transportation/Traffic/Sh
ipping

■ Warehousing/Stores



Today’s Business Model 
Impacts Supply Risk

■ Sara Lee Corporation plans to sell its non-core 
factories. It will focus on its core strengths, 
specifically developing new products, managing its 
brands, and increasing market share. 

■ Sara Lee will outsource commodity manufacturing 
and other non-core activities and only retain its 
‘highly proprietary’ processes. In other words, it 
plans to focus on ‘what it does best.’



Today’s Auto/Aerospace 
Business Model Impacts Risk

Aerospace and auto companies business model:

■ Design Product
■ Outsource (up to 85% of manufacturing $)
■ Assemble 
■ Test
■ Manage their brand



Multiple Recalls Result in 
Public Safety Risk



CPSC Recall Statistics



What Happened at Toyota?

■ Was it a mechanical problem?
■ Was it a quality problem?
■ Was it a risk problem?
■ How did they take care of it?



The Number of ‘Bings’

■ Bing ‘supply chain management’ - you get 
38.3M hits

■ Bing ‘purchasing management’ - you get 35.4M 
hits

■ Bing ‘risk management’ - you get 170M hits 



The Bottom Line

“I think we now live in an era when many of the 
concerns in running organizations are being 
reframed in terms of risk, which suggests that 
risk professionals are likely to rise to the top.”

Source: ‘Managing Risk in the New World,’ 
Harvard Business Review (HBR), October, 
2009, p. 75.



What Are Other Risk Changes?



From Global Stability to 
Global Uncertainty



Discussion

■ Price of oil fluctuates
■ World is flat or spiky
■ Carbon emissions and global warming
■ Financial crises
– Black Monday – January 27, 2009
– 75,000 job loss
■ NY Times “Deep Cuts Suggest That Employers 

Expect a Long Downturn”
■ Comparisons with the 1930’s Depression



From Safe Trade to Pirated 
Trade



Discussion

■ Who would have thought that there would be 
pirates?

■ However:
– Somali pirates
– Philippine pirates
– SE Asian pirates



From ‘Made in China’ to 
‘Made in USA’



Discussion

■ Offshoring to domestic sourcing
■ Offshoring
– Expensive
– Risks
■ Domestic sourcing
– Lowers risk
– Made in USA label
– More control 
– Closer to sources



From Common Cold to Swine 
Flu



Discussion

■ Common cold is fixable
■ Swine flu is now pandemic
■ Business Continuity Planning is critical



From Just in Time to 
Just in Case



Discussion

■ Just in Time
– Lean supply chain
– No buffer inventories
■ Just in Case
– What if
– Risk analysis
– Buffer inventories



From Good Food to Safe Food



Discussion

■ Peanut Corporation of America had been 
quality audited just a few month before

■ Auditor gave PCA high marks
■ USDA is not happy
■ DHS (Homeland Security) is not happy
– Food as a terrorist vector
■ Different type of audits
– Risk audits?



From Single Source to 
Multiple Sources



Discussion

■ Single sourcing makes a lot of sense and offers 
value

■ However, single source can result in supply 
risks

– Earthquake in China
■ All eggs in one basket
■ No diversification of risk



From Price to Risk Based 
Decision Making 



Discussion

■ Price or cost has been traditional method of 
selecting suppliers

■ Now, risk is becoming critical component of 
selecting suppliers



From Looking Backward to 
Looking Forward



Discussion

■ Quality has compliance flavor
– Historical focus
– Past performance
■ Risk management
– Future focus
– ‘What if’ analyses



From Supplier Trust to Supply 
Verification



Discussion

■ Supplier trust is based on:
– Long term, mutually beneficial relationship
– Good products supplied
■ Supplier verification
– More audits
– Trust but verify



From Quality Audits to Risk 
Audits



Discussion

■ Quality Audits
– ISO 9000
– Compliance based (still)

■ Risk Audits
– ‘What if’ audits
– White space gaps and risks in supply chain



From Compliance to Risk 
Management



Discussion

■ Compliance is largely based on intensive paper 
work 

■ But, what about ‘effectiveness’, ‘efficiency’, 
and ‘economics’

■ Risk is based on being:
– Proactive
– Preventive
– Predictive
– Preemptive



From Quality Registrar to 
Risk Registrar



Discussion

■ ISO registrars are moving form quality shops to 
risk shops

■ ISO registrars are rebranding
■ ISO registrars are using the ISO standards as 

the means to move to risk management
– ISO 27001
– ISO 22000



Business Continuity 
Management



Test Question: What’s the 
Common Theme to Almost Every 
Slide

Risk Management



Globalization Impacts Risk!



Risk Management Impacts All 
of Us



Understand It’s Global 
Competition



Supply Management Risk 
Solutions

■ Evolving supply management model
– ‘Risk-benefit’ purchasing instead of ‘make-buy’
– Focus on supplier lifecycle 

qualification/certification
– Reevaluation of ‘cost,’ ‘quality,’ ‘delivery,’ factors 

through risk lens
– ‘Just in time’  becomes ‘just in case’



Supply Management Risk 
Solutions

Evolving supply assurance model:
– Trust but verify
– New forms of assurance
– More supply risk management and audits
– Risk process audits
– Supplier self declaration of compliance



More Supply Management 
Risk Solutions:

Evolving supply logistics model:
– Womb to tomb traceability based on source and 

product criticality
– Supplier profiling
– 100 % inspections, ‘womb to tomb’ verification, 

validation audits
– Real time tracking 
– Smart tags (RFID) and/or GPS on containers
– Discrete (one) vendor per containers for ‘womb to tomb’ 

verification 
– Fewer ‘Less than truckload’ - LTL’s



Q+E Branded Solution: CERM
Certified Enterprise Risk Manager®

■ What do you think of idea?
■ Would you get it?
■ What value would it give you?
■ How much should we charge?



QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU FOR INVITING ME!

Greg Hutchins
Engineering Principal

Quality Plus Engineering, LLC
800.COMPETE


